
                
 
Root, root, root for the true home team with this unapologetic pennant. 
 
YOU ARE THE BEST. Point blank. Period. But since you’re not one to brag, cheer 
yourself on quietly with this small pennant. Place it beside your desk or put it up on the 
bathroom mirror for a daily reminder of how awesome you already are. This one-of-a-
kind felt pennant by AdamJK measures 4.5" tall by 9.5" long, not including the tassels, 
which are an additional 5" long.  
 
___________________________________________________________________ 
 

                              
 
Trade in your boring studs and take your jewelry vocabulary to another level 
with these luxe earring jackets.  
 
Obsessed with ear candy? Your jewelry vocabulary is about to expand in a major way. 
These statement earrings by Katie Diamond are sleek and visible without looking too 
bulky. Made with 18k Gold Vermeil they are available in vibrant turquoise or exquisite 
black garnet. You’ll be anything but predictable with these delicate earring jackets 
peaking out from behind your earlobes. And if these beauties may cause you to feel a 
sudden urge to visit your local piercing studio (go with it).  
 
___________________________________________________________________ 
 



 

                
 
Snag a pair of these coveted shoes and brace yourself for a wave of 
compliments. 
 
Warning: these ankle boots may cause major shoe envy. Look like the ultimate “it-girl” 
in the Braeburn ankle boots designed by Free People. The weathered-leather, 
strategic cut outs and artisan brass buckles create a vintage aesthetic that will 
compliment any look you put together. These boots were made for walkin’ and (since 
they’re so comfortable) that’s exactly what you’ll do. 
 
___________________________________________________________________ 
 

                          
Keep the haters at bay with this cleansing Palo Santo bundle.  
 
Did you know bundle of Palo Santo a day keeps the haters away? Okay, so a Doctor 
may not back this up but plenty of Shamans and Medicine people burn Palo Santo for 
its energetically cleansing and healing properties (similar to sage). Mmmmm. Out with 
the bad, in with the citrus-smelling good. Nip negative energy in the bud with this 4 
stick bundle any time you need a little pick-me-up. 
 
___________________________________________________________________ 



       
 
Missing out on love? Let this rose quartz candle help you swipe right. 
This hand poured soy wax candle, created by Crystal Cactus, has a polished rose 
quartz stone embedded inside to increase the frequency of love in your life. Rose 
quartz is known as the ‘love stone’ and (for those that are open to it) the stone will emit 
a strong vibration of joy, healing and unconditional love into its surroundings. Using this 
candle will help ease those dating anxieties and enable you to heal negative emotions 
such as anger, resentment, or fear. Each candle measures 4" X 5" in size and is a rich 
magenta hue paired with a pinch of gold mica dust on the cranium. 


